Invitation to submit a manuscript

Special issue “New Frontiers and Challenges in Silicon Chemistry”

Dear speakers at ISOS XVII BERLIN 2014:
We are delighted you have already agreed or you plan to present your latest and most exciting
results at the 17th International Symposium on Silicon Chemistry in Berlin in August 2014.
As part of an agreement reached with Chemistry — A European Journal (> www.chemeurj.org),
the journal will publish a special cluster issue on Silicon Chemistry which will feature papers from
the speakers at the conference.
We would like to invite you to submit a Full Paper, Communication, Review, Minireview, or
Concept article based on one of your current research topics in the field of silicon chemistry for
this special issue. It would be helpful if you could inform us if you plan to submit an article.
The papers themselves should be submitted directly to Chemistry — A European Journal. Please
indicate in the cover letter that the paper is for the 17th International Symposium on Silicon
Chemistry. As with all special issues of the journal, all submissions will be subject to the rigorous
peer review process adopted by the journal and only those papers that meet these criteria can be
accepted.
It is planned to have the issue complete and available prior to the conference in August 2014. All
papers will be made available online as soon as the peer review and production process is
complete. To ensure that the accepted papers appear in the special issue, please submit the
manuscripts to the journal by March 31, 2014. Earlier submissions are of course welcome.
We would be delighted if you were to accept our invitation. We look forward to hearing from you
shortly.
Best regards,
Neville Compton, Wiley-VCH (Editor)
Matthias Driess, Technische Universität Berlin (Guest Editor)
Martin Oestreich, Technische Universität Berlin (Guest Editor)
info@isos2014.de

